


Electric Current from 
Magnets

s How can a magnet be used to produce an electrical 
current?

s The English scientist Michael Faraday conducted 
experiments to figure this out.

s He moved a magnet in and 
out of a coil of wire.

s When the magnet was 
pushed into the coil the 
electrons moved in one 
direction.



Electric Current from 
Magnets

s The electrons moved in the 
opposite direction when the 
magnet was pulled out of the coil.

s This movement back and forth is 
important because it produces an 
electric current that flows through the wire.

s This process of getting electrons to move through a 
wire by changing the magnetic field is called 
induction.



Electric Current from 
Magnets

s The movement of current Faraday 
discovered can be measured with an 
ammeter.

s An ammeter has two terminals – one 
for incoming current and one for 
outgoing current.

s Inside the ammeter is a conducting coil with a 
magnet that rotates when current passes through 
the ammeter.

s Ammeters can be either mechanical or electronic.



Electric Current from 
Magnets

s One type of mechanical ammeter is the 
galvanometer, which is named after Italian physicist 
Luigi Galvani.

s The galvanometer uses the effect of a magnetic field 
on a spring coil to indicate 
the direction and scale of 
an electric current.

s In this way, the needle on a 
galvanometer will also show 
the direction an electric 
current is moving.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current

s If an electric current can be made 
using a magnet, can a magnetic 
field be made using an electric 
current?

s Look at the diagram. 

s It shows a simple magnetic field that is produced by 
an electric current flowing through a straight wire.

s Notice that the wire carrying an electric current 
runs straight up and down.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current

s Look at the circles going around the 
wire at right angles.

s The lines represent the magnetic 
field produced by the electric 
current.

s The direction of the magnetic field created by an 
electric current is always at right angles to the flow 
of electricity.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current

s To help remember this, remember 
that the magnetic field is in the 
direction the fingers of your right 
hand would curl if you wrapped 
them around the wire with your 
thumb pointing in the direction that 
the current flows.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current
s You have learned that an electric 

current flowing through a wire causes 
a magnetic field around the wire.

s There are several parts to an 
electromagnet.

s An electromagnet requires a source of 
electricity, a conductor, and an iron or 
nickel core.

s An electric current flowing through a coil of wire wrapped 
around a solid iron core makes an electromagnet.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current

s The coil of wire has a north pole and 
a south pole, just like a bar magnet.

s Increasing the number of turns in the 
coil makes the magnetic field 
stronger.

s The fields of all the turns add together to make up 
the magnetic field of the whole coil.

s However, if the electric current is turned off, the 
electromagnet is also turned off.

s The coil is no longer magnetic.



Magnetism from Electric 
Current

s The magnetic domains in the iron core 
line up in the magnetic field and the 
core becomes a temporary magnet.

s The magnetic field of the iron core is 
added to the magnetic field of the wire 
coil.

s The electromagnet becomes stronger.

s You can also make an electromagnet strong by 
increasing the current in the coil.



Uses of Electromagnets

s Both motors and generators operate through 
electromagnetic induction.

s Electromagnetic induction forms when a magnetic 
field produces a voltage across the conductor.

s You observe this when you move the magnet in and 
out of the coiled wire.



Uses of Electromagnets

s Electromagnets are used to control switches in 
relays.

s They are used in some telephones and computers to 
perform basic functions.

s There are also industry uses for electromagnets.

s Minerals, such as iron, 
cobalt, or their alloys, 
respond to a magnetic 
field.



Uses of Electromagnets

s This characteristic allows for sorting and lifting of 
metal objects.

s The crane uses a strong electromagnet to move or 
separate scrap metal when the current is switched 
on.

s Once the load is moved and the 
current is turned off, the scrap is 
dropped.

s Some electromagnets can lift more 
than 2200 pounds of scrap iron and 
steel.



Uses of Electromagnets

s Engineers use electromagnets in transportation.

s As you learned earlier, in Europe and Asia many 
trains run on electromagnets.



Uses of Electromagnets

s The doorbell button is a switch that opens and 
closes an electric circuit connected to an 
electromagnet.

s When you push the button of the doorbell, you close 
a circuit that sends the current through a coil.

s The coil becomes an 
electromagnet that repels 
a permanent magnet inside
the coil.


